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An understanding of language arts concepts is key to strong communication skills&#151;the

foundation of success across disciplines. Spectrum Language Arts for grade 6 provides focused

practice and creative activities to help your child master vocabulary, parts of speech, sentence

types, and grammar.This comprehensive workbook doesnâ€™t stop with focused practice&#150;it

encourages children to explore their creative sides by challenging them with thought-provoking

writing projects. Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum Language Arts for grade 6 includes an

answer key and a supplemental Writerâ€™s Guide to reinforce grammar and language arts

concepts. With the help of Spectrum, your child will build the language arts skills necessary for a

lifetime of success.
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I would only recommend these books to students that have already covered the material and use it

as a review or summer study. Definitely would not recommend for an introduction to new material or

head start for the new school year as the instructions are not always clear and detailed. Worksheet

instructions can even be written as if teaching an adult rather than a elementary student. My

children got lost in the instruction often.



I would say this workbook is really wonderful! It contains all essential topics in fourth grade, such as

grammar (nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, articles, prepositions, conjunctions,

sentence types, sentence fragments and combining sentences), mechanics (capitalization, end

marks, abbreviations, comma usage, dialogue, titles and colons) and usage (subject-verb

agreement, past-tense verbs, future terms, contractions, negative words and double negatives). My

son especially liked the part of Writer's Guide, from which he learned how to prewrite, draft, revise,

proofreading, publish, and evaluate writing. This is indeed an excellent workbook for for language

arts mastery. When my son takes the online Beestar weekly tests, he often ranks high among his

peers. I give credits to this book. Highly recommend.

My friend recommended this workbook when I was looking for a language art workbook that could

excite my son's interest in learning English. This workbook is a great help because it provides

diverse skills needed in studying English. The practice in this book is correlated to current state

standards. There are many grade 5 specific topics in this book, including grammar and usage, parts

of speech and sentence types, and vocabulary acquisition and usage. My son is very interested in

this workbook, which helps him to prepare for his school study. My son has already seen how the

techniques help him in his normal English learning work. He is now probably the top language

student in his class. In the Beestar online language art tests (a nice web site beestar.org), he is

ranked high in the honor roll. I'm very pleased with this book. It makes learning English fun to my

son.

love the Spectrum workbooks. I am a homeschooling mom and the workbooks work well.These

books are about 2years above what my kids were learning in school tho.

Good worbook, clear, contain engaging teaching content. Exercises feasable without too much

focus (perfect to improve in my opinion). This way, I improve my english at the same time of my son

does. missing even page correction (I need it as english is a second language in my family) . Weird

Comprehensive grammar and usage workbook for the 4th grade. I think it's a great workbook for the

price. Has decent explanations and periodic review pages. For my home schooling 4th grader, this

is his grammar textbook. For the other language arts subjects, using Spectrum Spelling and some

writing and reading comp workbooks in other brands.



This is a great product to use as a supplement to public school or we used this when we decided to

home school our daughter. When she did go back to public school the next year she was on the

same level and in some place higher than other kids within the grade level.

This is a very good workbook for 2nd grade. It starts with learning noun and moves on to learning

verbs, pronouns and etc. This workbook is about half an inch thick which is thicker than I thought. I

also has the answer keys in the back for you to check your work. I am glad I purchased this. I highly

recommend it.
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